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Abstract
With the development of Internet, network attacks are more and more.Network attacks have jeopardized 
all sectors, and even national security.The development trend of network attacks could be predicted 
through the mechanism of analysis.The model of network attacks was briefly built by principle analysis.
Some experiment simulation were made by dealing with the data collected from the Internet,and the
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corrected index was used for numerical simulation.Eventually the trends in data was found and predicted.
Through the changes related data about the Internet could indirectly characterize the development of 
network attacks.Understanding network attacks and studying their development trends and grasping the 
latest developments in cyber attacks,which is benefit to maintain their own privacy and protect their own 
interests.
Key words: NETWORK ATTACKS,MECHANISM ANAlySIS,FIxED INDEx CURvE,BlOCK 
GROWTH MODEl .

1. Introduction
With the rapid development of new network appli-

cations and new technology in network, the Internet 
was faced with more serious security situation, espe-
cially including those of users interests incidents.It 
was not only a threat to personal safety, more serious 
would affect national security.Therefore, network at-
tacks as a thorny issue should be attached and arouse 
the masses of attention. As a network attack vectors, 
Internet offered many opportunities to network at-
tacks[1-2].Usually cyber attacks were certain steps.
When attackers found suitable attack locations and 
certain targets after logging host and obtain account 
and password.They would be able to gain the initia-
tive, and then control the host, steal information on 
the host. 

A lot of scholars had studied for many years in this 
regard.Network attacks were immoral, and necessar-
ily violated the law.Computer network attacks were 
related to the legal issues[3-5].Zichun Wang pointed 
out that cyber attacks should not only arouse con-
cern of the domestic population,but also concern of 
the international peoples.Therefore, network attacks 
also violated international law.In addition,law and 
network attacks had necessarily linked[6-7].xiaox-
ue yang pointed out that in order to safeguard indi-
vidual rights and the protect personal safety, people 
must understand international law and use the law to 
protect rights.There were many categories of cyber 
attacks.The characteristics of network attacks was 
different with classification criteria[8].Chunliang Li 
established a initial model of network attack systems 
through simulation and experimental simulation.Net-
work attack technology was a critical component of 
a network attack system[9].Cong Wang conducted 
in-depth research on network attack techniques,and 
several typical attack techniques carried out impact 
assessment. 

This article further predicted cyber attacks trends 
by analyzing the changes in Internet-related data.So 
it provided the foundation for restricting the develop-
ment of cyber attacks and preventing network attacks.

2. Description of the mechanism analysis
Everything had its own law of development and 

the basic principles.Mechanism analysis was analyz-

ed by the internal law of things, causes, mechanisms, 
and it discovered and summarized the scientific meth-
od which has some variation.The deductive method 
and the mechanism analysis as the two complement 
each other were able to use by studying on the mech-
anism of things[10].Thus the study of the mechanism 
for the things played a significant role.

In the physical sector, chemical industry, manage-
ment community had all used the mechanism analy-
sis[11].Especially in mathematical modeling,mecha-
nism analysis method was widely used.Therefore, the 
mechanism analysis for the mathematical problem 
were more accurate and close to reality.

3. The establishment of the mathematical model
Internet was a basic network attacks as well as 

its source.In order to observe the development trend 
of network attacks,the relevant data could be look 
up through the national database on the Internet.In 
response to these statistics,mathematical models were 
used to carry on simulation experiments.Through the 
trends of below-mentioned data the development 
trend of network attacks could be indirectly forecast 
.Among them the increasing number of web sites and 
pages opened up a channel for the network attack 
which had a certain impact on the attack tools.So the 
trend of web sites and pages could indirectly forecast 
the development trend of network attacks.Popularity 
of the Internet, increasing number of Internet 
users,Internet international outlet bandwidth,Internet 
broadband access ports and Internet broadband access 
users directly showed the degree of automation of the 
network ,which enable network attacks more quick.
So the trend of below data could also indirectly 
forecast the development trend of network attacks.

Thereby the simulation experiment was made 
about the above data.Finally the development trend 
of network attacks could be predicted. The NTES site 
for example, had been attacked for seven years by the 
survey which was found that the number of attacks 
had a rapid growth, shown in the table below:
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Project years
2013 2014

The number of sites (ten thousand) 320.16 335.42
Number of pages (ten thousand) 15004076.3 16594758.6

Internet penetration (%) 45.8 49.4
Number of Internet users (million) Internet access 64875

Internet dial-up users (million) 485.10 502.26
Internet international outlet bandwidth (Mbps) 3406824.00 3629392.51
Internet broadband access ports (ten thousand) 35945.30 40105.40

Internet broadband subscribers (million) 18890.90 21059.78

Table 1. Internet-related data

Table 2. NTES sites have been attacks by distributed denial of service

Figure 1.  The number of NTES attacked in seven years

year 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Times
(a hund-million) 0.41 0.87 1.34 1.62 1.83 2.46 3.6

The line statistical figure was shown to find the 
relevant data.It was found that the number of times 
rose as the approximate index from this figure, so the

simplest website attacked times growth model was 
set up without any external intervention.

0x represented the attack times this year, kx  
showed the attack times after k years, r was the rate 
of network attacked (constant).So it can be conclud-
ed,

 
k
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The hypothesis was put forward that the increase 

of NTES attacked times was proportional with the In-
ternet users in per unit time,
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where ttx −−)( was the number on the Internet, 
00 =−− tx was the number of people online, )(tx  

satisfied the differential equations of separable vari-
ables as follows,
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when 0>r , it showed that the number of attacked 

times was according to the index law of infinite growth 
in accordance with commonly used formula, when

0>r , it showed that the number of attacked times 
was according to the index law of infinite growth in 
accordance with commonly used formula,

 
ttr rxextx )1()()( 00 +≈=                                                  (5)

The least squares method could be used to make a 
fitting.It was the main core idea that the least squares 
fitting method had a lot of curve fitting, which linear 
least squares method often was used ,
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The relationship among sets of linearly independ-

ent function needed to be find out by characterization 
of )(xrk and the parameteris ka ),,,,2,1( nmmk =
be identified.when the sum of square of the distance

iδ  between )( ixf  and ,,,2,1, niyi = is at mini-
mum the least squares fitting criterion can be estab-
lished and the least quotient ka can be describted:
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The linear system of equations has only one con-
dition ,that is, )}(,),({ 1 xrxr m is linear independent 
so sR '  list is full rank and RRT is reversible.

YRRRA TT 1)( −=                                                                    (12)
The statistics the number of network attack would 

be obtain by calculation as follows:

Table 3. The statistics the number of network attack

Actual times Forecast 
times Error

2008 0.41 0.50 0.09
2009 0.87 0.85 -0.02
2010 1.34 1.08 -0.26
2011 1.62 1.54 -0.08
2012 1.83 1.89 0.06
2013 2.46 2.52 0.06
2014 3.60 3.68 0.08

An available fitting curve can be get as follow:

year

Has been observed

Figure 2. The attack frequency fitting

Upon examination, sig <0.05, test passed. Howev-
er, in the long run, with the advent of cyber attacks, 
technical staff also prepared a growing number of an-
ti-virus software, it can be assumed that the number 
of future attacks will be similar block model of popu-
lation growth, the two will be in the dynamic balance.

4. The exponential curve based on mathemati-
cal model 

The development of anything is a certain limit,-
fixed exponential curve method overcomes the dis-
advantages that exponential curve in predicting the 
predicted value over time grow indefinitely.Forecast 
closer to the reality of things variation.Mathematical 
model exponential curve correction is fomula(13):

                                                   (13)
Among them, baK ,,  are determined by using 

historical data.Modification index curve guiding ide-
ology is that the initial rapid growth followed by ac-
counts decreased gradually.

W h e n , s o
.If the K value can determine, using the 

least squares method to determine the parameters of 
the model.If the K value can not be determined the 
below laws should be used.

m observations of the time series divided into 
three parts,Each section has m , .

First part: myyyy ,,,, 321  ;
The second part: mmmm yyyy 2321 ,,,, +++

The third part:
Among them, the tendency of each part is equal to 

the sum of the corresponding observed values, there-
by giving parameter estimation, three legal steps ob-
served for the sum of its parts were as follows:

                       (14)
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And there is formula(15):

(15)

Where
The formula(16) can be obtained:
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Thus the formula(17) can be obtained:
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In addition, when the predict response data need 
to be test the method was expressed by formula(18):
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It followed an exponential curve correction math-
ematical model about each index on Table 1, and 
finally obtained the following prediction on Table 4 
and Table 5 .

Through the data changes could be found that a 
sharp increase in the number of sites and pages,the 
rate of increase was also on the rise.This indirectly 
led to the occurrence of cyber attacks.With the dra-
matic increase in the number of sites and pages,attack 
tools would be more complex,attack speed gradually 
increased.Individual pages and the website would be-
come source place to network attacks.

In addition,popularity of the Internet, increasing 
number of Internet users,Internet international outlet 
bandwidth,Internet broadband access ports and 
Internet broadband access users were in skyrocketed.

Table 4. Internet-related predicting data

Project Forecast data
2015 2016

The number of sites (ten thousand) 358.69 394.73
Number of pages (ten thousand) 17924521.9 18849281.7

Internet penetration (%) 52.4 59.8
Number of Internet users (million) Internet access 66921 69248

Internet dial-up users (million) 553.29 601.54
Internet international outlet bandwidth (Mbps) 3956248.66 4219578.23
Internet broadband access ports (ten thousand) 45369.13 49216.32

Internet broadband subscribers (million) 25957.61 29352.73
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Table 5. The data of  increasing rate 

This also led to the Internet faster and faster.
Thereby it provided a convenient for the automation 
of network attacks.

5. The block growth model
The malthusian model introduced an item that an-

ti-virus software is increasingly mature,

                                                      (19)

when x is very small r is the inherent growth rate, 
xmis the inherent growth rate and then differential 
equation can be get :

                                                            (20)

                                                              (21)
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                                                                (23)
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                                                                 (25)

y r sx= −                                                               (26)

Because people’s response to cyber attacks and 
people’s security consciousness was improving, 
growth rate would eventually become flat.

6. Model Test and simulation
The least square method was used to estimate the 

parameters of the statistical data for calculating the 
block growth model. the results of the data were get 
by this method as shown in Table 6.

Project The data of  increasing rate
2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016

The number of sites (ten thousand) 0.048 0.069 0.100
Number of pages (ten thousand) 0.106 0.080 0.052

Internet penetration (%) 0.079 0.061 0.141
Number of Internet users (million) Internet access 0.050 0.032 0.035

Internet dial-up users (million) 0.035 0.102 0.087
Internet international outlet bandwidth (Mbps) 0.065 0.090 0.067
Internet broadband access ports (ten thousand) 0.116 0.131 0.085

Internet broadband subscribers (million) 0.115 0.233 0.131

Table 6.The contrast of predicting results

time                times actual 
value

A prediction 
of block forecast

2008 0.41 0.41 0.50
2009 0.87 0.83 0.85
2010 1.34 1.26 1.08
2011 1.62 1.67 1.54
2012 1.83 1.92 1.89
2013 2.46 2.52 2.52
2014 3.60 3.04 3.68
2015 4.02 6.32

The three sets of values by curve fitting was shown 
in the graph, without any interference, the number of 
network attacks would increase rapidly, like an ex-
ponential growth, and if we continue to update an-
ti-virus software, improve security of Internet users 
actively guide awareness, the network can not be an 
infinite number of attacks increase, which can get an-
other prediction curve.

Figure 3.The tendency of forecast
 It can be found from Figure 3 that the growth 

tended to slow, which would not grow indefinitely, 
so as to get more accurate and reasonable prediction 
results. On this basis, this statistical data found in a 
variety of attacks proportion of cyber attacks. In re-
sponse to network attacks, we should be able to de-
sign the main browser configuration How to prevent 
tampering, network security and software facilities
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and the direction of data file corruption. Improve se-
curity efficiency. The proportion of attack in the net-
work was found on this basis. In response to network 
attacks, the main design was made how to prevent 
and control the browser configuration tampered,

damage of data-file and other direction of network se-
curity software facilities, which improved the safety 
and prevention efficiency.The following figure shows 
the serious attacks in several ways, such as:

Figure 4. Several ways of network attacks

The development trend of network attacks could 
be predicted in future.The tools of cyber attacks 
would be more sophisticated and the speed of cyber 
attacks would become faster and faster.Meanwhile 
the automation of cyber attacks would be increasing.

6. Conclusion
This article predicted the development trend of 

network attacks through the mechanism of analysis.
Firstly,the principle of analysis was made and the 
concept of network attacks was briefly introduced.
Secondly,the relevant data of the internet through na-
tional database was collected in the part of experi-
mental simulation.And the simulation was made by 
the modified exponential curve so that the trends and 
prediction in data could be found eventually.The cur-
rent forecast was the risk management of network 
attacks.It is an important method that could be sus-
tained on the network and dynamic network attacks 
prediction might reflect the network security inci-
dents. Meanwhile it was the way to analyze network 
attacks seized the main direction of network security 
software development and guide the direction of cy-
ber attacks which would be controlled within a rea-
sonable number. Thereby the development trend of 
network attacks was more complicated and the speed 
of attack was faster and faster.
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